ART. 31]
A BENT  BOW.
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Let the length I be given, then the equation (8) shows that k is imaginary unless I exceeds ?r/2n. Let n^ = vr/2l and let T0 = Kn* be the corresponding value of the force T. It follows that the rod cannot begin to bend unless the force exceeds TQ, where T§ —
Let T=TQ (1 + £) where £ is a small quantity, then
n = ??0(l + i£). The equation (8) gives
Since dkjd% is infinite when fc=0, we see that k (and therefore also A) increases much more rapidly than the force does. A slight increase in the force makes a considerable change in the value of k.
30. When the terms containing dyjdx are included in equation (1), we have             --—
where accents denote differential coefficients with regard to sc. Multiplying by y' and integrating, we find
l_cosi/r = .|n2(/i2-2/2) .................. (11),
where ^ is the acute angle made by the tangent at any point P with the string of the bow.
Let y = h cos <£, then sin ^ = %nh sin $. The equation may be written in the form dty/ds = n2y. Put e — ^nh, substitute for y and ^r and integrate between the limits s = 0 to s = I, we then have
If the length I and the force T are given, %2 = TjK is also known. This equation then determines e and therefore h.
The integral (12) is lessened by writing unity for the denominator. We then have nl > ^TT. Since rf = TjK it immediately follows that the tension or force must exceed the value of Tr^K/^l*. This is the result already arrived at in Art. 29, and it has now been proved without the use of series. The equations (8) and (9) of Art. 28 may be obtained by expanding the integral (12) in powers of e2 and neglecting all powers of e above the second.
31. The importance of the case considered in Art. 29 lies in its application to the theory of thin vertical columns. The rod may be regarded as a vertical column having the tangent at its lower end G fixed in a vertical position, while a weight, much greater than that of the column, is supported on the upper extremity. It appears from what precedes that if the weight on
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